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FDA Maharashtra and AFST (I) Mumbai Chapter in association with SVT College
of Home Science, SNDT Women’s University, Juhu, Mumbai came together for the
cause of improving street food
safety in Mumbai. As a first step,
the organizations jointly conducted
a training session on 16th July 2011
at the SVT College auditorium for
about 50 street food vendors from
the Juhu and Girgaum chowpatti
areas.

The

programme

was

conceptualized with the aim of bringing the basic GMP/GHP awareness in street
food handlers in line with FSSAI requirements. Mrs. Seema Vyas, Commissioner
FDA Maharashtra, Dr. Jagmeet Madan, Principal SVT College, celebrity chef Mr.
Vishnu Manohar, Mr. Prabodh Halde, Hon. Vice President AFST (I) Mumbai
Chapter, Mr. Sanjay Indani, RSM Astute Consulting and Dr. Nilesh Amrutkar,
Secretary AFST (I) Mumbai Chapter made their presence. FDA officials from
various districts of Maharashtra were also
present at the event. Dr. Jagmeet Madan, in
her address urged the street vendors to
actively

cooperate

in

the

training

and

thereafter for the project planned for the
vendors in collaboration with the college
students. Mrs. Seema Vyas, in her warm
address, assured the street vendors to provide every support required for the
implementation. Mr. Prabodh Halde set the context for the programme and
encouraged the participants to gain maximum benefits.

The street vendors were trained for the good hygiene and sanitary practices in a
class room session coupled with
practical

demonstrations

by

the

college students. The students of SVT
College presented an interesting street
play encompassing various aspects of
food

safety

received

and

huge

hygiene
applauses

which
and

appreciation. Mr. Sanjay Indani and
Mr. Vishnu Manohar conducted the class room session on basic practices to be
followed for hygiene and safety of food. Mr. Indani covered elaborately various
aspects of basic hygiene and sanitation in his presentation and made the session
lively. Mr. Manohar addressed the street vendors with motivational words. The
second part of the session which was
coordinated by the college staff of
Department of Food and Nutrition along
with the NSS team consisted of practical
demonstrations on safe cooking to the
vendors. Great efforts were made by the
students to set up stalls with detailed
charts, other visuals and demonstrations of simple good practices for the vendors.
The stalls were based on different generic and specific themes like personal
hygiene, good practices for fruits and juice vending centres and more. The
demonstrations were conducted for the vendors in groups. These demonstrations
were well received and highly appreciated by one and all.

Mr. Ramchandra Shivram Kadam, Vice President of the Street Vendor Association
along with the members attended the event and appreciated the initiative.
Following the practicals, the vendors were requested for feedback and suggestions
on the program and the implementation approach to which they positively

responded. The program in all was an
enriching experience for the vendors who
learned better food handling practices and
promised to practice the same. SVT
College in collaboration with the partners
of AFST, FDA and Equinox Labs also
intends to take up a pilot project to work
with street vendors of Juhu beach; the details of the same are being worked out.
The following is the list of the participation at the event-

